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Abst ract - -The  problem of wave propagation in an interacting random infinite magneto-thermo- 
visco-elastic medium has been studied formulating a generalised theory of thermoelasticity recently 
proposed by Noda, Furuk-Awa and Ashida [1] that combines both the generalised theories developed 
by Lord and Shulman [2] as well as by Green and Lindsay [3]. The perturbation technique relevant 
to stochastic differential equations has been employed to obtain the relation connecting displacement 
amplitudes of waves propagating in the interacting media. The appropriate Green's tensor essential 
for the discussion has been obtained in the course of analysis. A more general coupled dispersion 
relation for longitudinal and transverse waves has been deduced to determine the effect of visco- 
elasticity, relaxation times, and rotation on the phase velocity of the coupled waves. The equations 
have been analysed for a particular form of thermo-mechanical coupling and autocorrelation function 
to show that the effect (of the order of e 2 only) of the thermal field is to attenuate the longitudinal 
type waves and to alter the phase-speed depending upon the values of the visco-elastic parameters, 
relaxation times, and rotation. Cases of low and high frequencies have also been studied, and numer- 
ical calculations have been done to determine the effect of visco-elastic parameters, relaxation times, 
rotation, and thermoelastic coupling on the phase velocity and attenuation coefficient of the waves. 
(~) 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, considerable interest has been shown in the study of plane thermoelastic, magneto- 
thermoelastic, and magneto-thermo-visco-elastic wave propagation i  an infinite nonrandom or 
random and nonrotating or rotating medium by many authors [4-7] following the classical theory 
of thermoelasticity which is based on Fourier's law of heat conduction. This law predicts an 
infinite speed of propagation of heat which is physically absurd, and as a result, many new theories 
have been proposed to eliminate this absurdity. Lord and Shulman (L-S) [2] proposed a modified 
version of Fourier's law and deduced a theory of thermoelasticity known as the generalised theory 
of thermoelasticity. This theory with a thermal relaxation time has been used with purpose 
and profit by many authors [8-17] to study the effect of thermoelastic, magneto-thermoelastic, 
and magneto-thermo-visco-elastic plane wave propagation i  an infinite nonrotating or rotating 
medium. 
Another theory of thermoelasticity has been proposed by Green and Lindsay (G-L) [3] which 
has certain special features in contrast with the previous theory proposed by L-S. In this theory 
of Green and Lindsay, Fourier's law of heat conduction remains unchanged, whereas the classi- 
cal energy equation and the stress-strain temperature r lations are modified. Two constitutive 
constants ~ and a* having the dimensions of time appear in the governing equations in place 
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of one relaxation time r in Lord-Shulman's theory. Using the G-L theory, Agarwal [10,12] stud- 
ied thermoelastic and magneto-thermoelastic plane wave propagation i  an infinite nonrotating 
medium. Roychoudhuri [13,14] studied the propagation of harmonically time-dependent plane 
thermoelastic waves in an infinite rotating medium in the context of linearised theory of G-L. 
In the present paper, however, the problem of wave propagation i a random rotating magneto- 
thermo-visco-elastic medium has been investigated by formulating a generalised theory of ther- 
moelasticity [1] that combines both the theories developed in [2,3]. A random or stochastic 
medium which differs slightly from a homogeneous medium is a mathematical model of a com- 
plex medium and consists of a family of media together with a probability distribution which 
specifies the probabilities of the various members of the family. Thus, wave propagation in a 
random medium refers to propagation i  each member of the family of media, together with the 
probability of each member. Furthermore, it appears that little attention has been paid to the 
study of propagation of plane thermoelastic or thermo-visco-elastic waves in random rotating 
medium. 
That is why the propagation of small amplitude plane complex elastic and electromagnetic 
waves in a such a system has been studied. The resulting magnetic field is/~0 + fz, where H0 is 
the external magnetic field and f~, the small perturbation i  the magnetic field. The dispersion 
relation is evaluated, neglecting small terms of second and higher order such as -~ x h, curl f~ x f~, 
V(1/a) x curl h, etc., when the conductivity and other material constants undergo small random 
variations. 
A more general dispersion equation is obtained to determine the effects of relaxation, random- 
ness, and rotation on the phase velocity of the waves. The mathematical study of elastic and 
electromagnetic wave propagation in random materials was carried out by Keller [18] and by 
Karal and Keller [19]. Their smooth perturbation method has been employed for the solution 
of the resulting stochastic differential equations. This method consists in deriving an integro- 
differential equation for the mean field correct up to the second order in e, where e measures the 
smallness of the scale of fluctuation about a homogeneous medium. The field equations are put 
in the form 
LV = f,  (1.1) 
where L is a random linear operator, V the field quantity, and f the nonrandom source term. 
Assuming that 
L = Lo + eL1 + e2L~, (1.2) 
Keller [18] has shown that the mean field quantity (V) satisfies the equation 
[Lo + e(L1) + e2(L2) + e 2 ( (L1)Lol (L1)  - (L1LolL1))]  (Y)  = f,  (1.3) 
where L o 1 is obtained [20] by solving 
• LoC : = 6 j, (1 .4)  
where Gij is the appropriate Green's tensor for L0. 
In the present investigation, equation (1.3) has been used as the equation governing the mean 
field quantity, a set of eight vectors, one more than those used in the previously discussed problem 
of nonrotating medium [21]. The visco-elastic medium has been assumed to be weakly thermal 
and also weakly conducting. By a weakly thermal and weakly conducting medium, we mean that 
the thermo-mechanical oupling parameter and the conductivity are random functions, propor- 
tional to e, with nonzero mean values. A constant magnetic field H0 is assumed. The associated 
Green's tensor (for magneto-visco-elastic medium in generalised thermoelasticity) has already 
been evaluated by Bera [20]. The relation connecting the displacement amplitudes i presented 
and it contains a large number of terms up to the order e 2. The thermal effect is not discernible 
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up to e-order terms, thereby showing that magnetic effect is more important so far as wave prop- 
agation in the interacting field is concerned. All cross-correlation functions between thermal and 
magnetic parameters disappear in the dispersion equation. Finally, in order to study a particular 
case, all the correlation functions except he thermal coupling correlation function are assumed 
to be zero. The various terms of the reduced equation are then interpreted. Terms to the order e 2 
representing magnetic effect still exist as (L2) ~ 0 in this case. Furthermore, terms representing 
thermal effects agree with those obtained by Chow [4] and Bhattacharyya [6], if (to, tl, f/) -~ 0. 
Further simplification is brought about by neglecting e2 order terms representing the effect of 
magnetic field. This may be justified in view of the fact that e-order effect is already present. As 
a result, the dispersion equation splits into two equations. The kc and k8 type waves are coupled 
in the one containing magnetic and thermal terms. The second equation represents k8 type 
uncoupled waves propagating with amplitude in the z-direction (i.e., perpendicular to magnetic 
field and direction of propagation), the waves being affected by magnetic field alone. These 
equations can be analysed by using the method adopted by Chow [4]. The coupled dispersion 
equation has, in fact, been analysed for longitudinal type waves for a Voigt-type visco-elastic 
solid. The effect of the various perturbation terms appearing in the dispersion equation has been 
examined for high and low frequency fields. 
If A, # represent Lamd elastic moduli, all the results are valid for wave propagation i a gener- 
alised magneto-thermoelastic medium. 
Finally, it may be mentioned here that if the relaxation parameters to and tl and the rotation 
parameter f/ in the present analysis in respect of generalised thermoelasticity are allowed to 
tend to zero, the results obtained here are found to be in excellent agreement with those of 
Bhattacharyya [6] in classical thermoelasticity after some corrections. 
2. FORMULATION OF  THE PROBLEM 
AND BASIC  EQUATIONS 
An infinite isotropic, homogeneous (thermally as well as electrically) conducting random mag- 
neto-thermo-visco-elastic medium with density p at uniform initial temperature 00 has been 
considered. The medium is rotating with an angular velocity f /=  f/n, where n is a unit vector 
representing the direction of the axis of rotation. The displacement equation of motion in the 
rotating frame of reference has two additional terms: 
(i) centripetal acceleration f /x  ( f /x  u) due to the time varying motion only; 
(ii) the Coriolis acceleration 2f /x u. 
Here u is the dynamic displacement vector measured from a steady state deformed position 
and supposed to be small. Let H be the magnetic vector and j the current density vector of the 
electromagnetic f eld. 
Neglecting the small quantity -~t x h, V(1/a) × curlh, and (curl h) x h, the magnetic pertur- 
bation field equation is obtained in the form 
ou 1 ah 1 [V(divh) - V2hl ÷ v S V.  - (Ho • V) -~-  -~  = 
÷ (VV • ~--U) [H0 - (Vv • H0)~-~--uu] • 
(2.1) 
Then the displacement equation of motion in the magneto-thermo-visco-elastic medium with 
rotating frame of reference can be written as 
~V2u + (~ + ~)V(v • u) + V x (V. u) + V~ × (V × u) 
÷ • (2.2) 
= p [~i + f/x (f/x u) + 2f~ x u], 
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where 
1 1 
= ~(~ -~, ) ,  /z = ~,  
% and 7~ being the deviatoric and dilatational complex moduli, respectively [22]. 
Assuming that 
(u, h, O) = (fi, h, #)e -i~t, 
equation (3.1) reduces to 
(2.3) 
i~'~h = --1 [v (~(w)  • fi) + v~fi] - i"~ [Ho( v~ ) , ,  
- (Ho. V)fi] - iw(Vv, fi)Ho, 
(2.4) 
with Vv.H0 = 0, which indicates that there is no variation of v in the direction of the unperturbed 
magnetic field. Then using (2.3), the energy equation proposed in [1] can be written as 
-~  (ai + to~O-) = v .  ( ,v~ +,~meoV.  (i~ + ~,~to,~Q). (2.s) 
For the L-S theory, t l  = 0, 6lk = 1, and for the G-L theory, tl > 0 and 5lk = 0 (k = 1 for L-S 
and 2 for G-L theory). The thermal relaxation times to and tl satisfy the inequalities [3] 
tl _> to _> O. (2.6) 
Equation (2.2) reduces to 
/zv~a + (~ +/z)v(v • a) + (w) (v  • a) + (v/z) x (v x a) 
+ 2 {(V/z) • V)fi - vHo x (V x h) - V{m (~ - iwt l~ } 
= p [ - , , ,~  + a × (~ x ~) - 2io.a × Q]  
(2.7) 
The field equations (2.4), (2.6), and (2.7) can now be put in the form 
LV = O, (2.8) 
where 
L= Q , v= , 
0 
and M, N, P, Q, R, S are determined from the governing equations with 
(2.9) 
OL* = rot1 ,  /~* = in to ,  6* = "Yto, (2.10) 
assuming that 
(A,p,v,-y, oL*, ,6*,~,p) = (Ao,po, vo,~o, ao,~,6o,~lo,po ) 
+ c(A1,/zl, vl, ~1, o~i,/~', 6~', rh, pl) 
(2.11) 
and 
such that 
and 
(7 -~- ~0" 1 , 
((,i) = (,o # o. 
<~7) = (4;) 0 # o, 
m = E~I ,  
<ml> = m ° # o, 
<~1> = (~f)o # 0, 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
('~1) ---" (/.£1) ---- (VI) = ("YI) = ((~;) ---- ('/71) = (/01) = O. (2.14) 
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By virtue of (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14), we obtain that 
(M1) = 0 = <P,), 
(Ki) = - {m°(1 - io2t,)} V, 
(NI> = ia°wv0 [(Ho' V) - Ho(V')] , 
(Q1) = - [ i~ , ,oo° ] ,  
(Ri) = (i + 5lkwto)wOom°(V.), 
(S,) = O, 
(2i5)  
Thus, 
<g2> = iL~ [(U1VI> {(H0" V) - H0(V.)} - Ho {(ai(Vui)).}], 
1 [V {(PI(VYl)'>}] -- i0J<YlGI>. <Q~> =
I ° ° ] [ °° i ]  (L1)= (N i ) (Q1)  0 -7(= O, <L2)= <N2)(Q2) [ (R i )  0 0 0 0 #o.  
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
3. SOLUTION OF  THE PROBLEM 
Let the mean field quantity 
<v(z)) = 
satisfy the integro-differential equation 
[i] (3.1) 
[Lo + e(Ll) + e2<L2> + e 2 ((LI)Loi<Li) - <LILoiLI>)] <v(x)) = O. (3.2) 
The appropriate Green's tensor corresponding to Lo I is 
 100] 
G = G2 . (3.3) 
0 G3 
The components ofGo, Gi, G2 have already been evaluated by Bera [20] in the generalised theory 
of thermoelasticity. Also, G3(r), being the solution of the equation 
V -F ~d2} G3 : ~(x - xt), iwTo 
\ +_ 
~1o ] 
(3.4) 
is given by 
1 • e ~/~r, (3.5) 
G3(r) = -41rr 
where 
~j2~2 ~ 1/4 (~o~I/2 (i + e,O'/2, 
~= ~-o j  ~o ~ ] 
, , _ - , ,o ,  
As to -~ 0, 
8' ~ Ir and /% ~ (1 + i). (3.7) 
2 V 2~o 
The result (3.7) exactly coincides with that obtained earlier in [6]. 
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Substitution of (3.1) into (3.2) yields the following three equations: 
(M~ + P~) - m°(1 - iwtl)iDke 
+ [(1-iwtl)(i + Stktow).wOo(-m°)2 (A.k)k f Ga(r)e-'k'r dr] e 2 
+ ~2 f[YiA + f~.B + f3D]e -~k'r dr, 
d 
(3.8) 
where 
and 
M; = -(~o + #o)(k" A)k + (pow 2 -/~ok 2) A 
+ Po { Aft2 - ft(12. A) + 2iw(f~ x A)}, 
P~ = -ivoHo x (k x B), 
,( ) e~k'~'(/1A) = (M1GoM~ + M1G1N~ + P1G2N~ + IG3R1) Ae ~k'*' 
,( ), eik'x' (f2B) -- (MIGoP~ + M1GxQ1 + 1azQx) Be ik'x' 
,( ), eik'~'(faD) -- (MIGoK[ + ~GaS1) De ik'~' 
and two other similar equations. 
Retaining terms up to the order e 2 in the last two equations, we obtain that 
(3.9) 
(3.1o) 
B= ~ff2(l+ lwv°°'°le)[ea°Wvo{kx(A×Ho)}+e2¢]k------------~ (3.11) 
where 
and 
¢ = 6o[@rlVl){k x (A x Ho)} - iHo(O'lVVl" A)] 
- 1(4  o) 2 ( -o× 
D = ewO°m°(A" k) - e 2 f hlAe -ik'r dr 
iw~o- ~o k2 
Inserting B and D in equation (3.8), we obtain that 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
M; - i~oHo × k × ~ ( k  × (A × go)) + de  + i (~o~°) ~ v (k  × (A × go)) 
iw'yO -- r/ok 2 
. / G3(r)e-i~'r dr + ~2 / flAe-'k'r dr =O. 
(3.14) 
Equation (3.14) represents the relation connecting displacement amplitudes for waves prop- 
agating in the interacting rotating random magneto-thermo-visco-elastic medium in respect of 
the generalised theory of thermoelasticity. The term M~ contains the rotating parameter ft. If 
A,# represent Lam~ parameters, then this equation represents the corresponding equation for 
magneto-thermoelastic waves. Furthermore, if f~ = 0 and to = tl = 0, then this equation exactly 
coincides with the corresponding equation in the classical theory of elasticity [6]. However, it 
may be noted that if the terms up to the order e 2 are retained, this equation does not include 
any term involving cross-correlation function between magnetic and thermal parameters. 
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If the terms to the order e only are retained, equation (3.14) reduces to 
[--(/~0 "~- "O)( k" A)k -{-(p0cd 2-  ~tO k2) 2~ -[- P0 { ~'~22~ - (d"  2~) d -}- 2'~d (dX  A) }] k 2 
(3.15) 
- iwu~cr ° • [(k. H0) {(Ho" A)k -  (Ho" k )A}-  (k .A) .  {H2k-  (Ho" k)go}] = 0. 
The terms representing the effect of the thermal field do not appear either in the classical 
theory [6] or in the generaiised theory of elasticity [20], while the effect of the magnetic field is 
discernible to the first order of e. This indicates that in an interacting field of the type described 
here, the effect of the magnetic field is stronger than that of the thermal field. To study the effect 
of the presence of a thermal field, we assume for equation (3.14) that 
Rmm(r) = (ml(z)ml ix')> ~ 0, (3.16) 
and all other correlation functions vanish. Furthermore, in this case we choose to neglect erms 
representing the effect of magnetic field to the order of e 2. This is so because the magnetic effects 
to the order of e are already at hand. The resulting equation is 
[-(Ao + #o)(k. A)k + (poco 2 - #0 k2) A + Po {fl2A - (~" A) f /+  2iw(fl x A)}] k 2 
- iwu2a ° • [(k. go){(Ho.  A)k - (Ho. k)A} - (k. A) {H2k - (Ho. k)Ho}] 
_ i~Oo (m°) ~ (1 - i~t l ) .  ~ .  (A. k)k + ~.  (m°) ~ (1 - i~t,)~Oo(i + ~,to~)k(A k) (3.17) 
iw~/O -- ~}0 K2 
/ G3(r)e-~k'r dr - e2 / (klG3R'l) Ae-i~'r dr = O, 
where 
t -ik.r / (klG3R1) Ae dr = (1 - iwtl)(i + 61kw~o)wOok(k " A) . Rmm(r)G3(r)e -ik'r dr. (3.18) 
Without loss of generality, we may take 
k = (k ,0 ,0 ) ,  H 0 = (Hol ,Ho2,O) ,  A = (A1,A2, A3), and f~ = (0,0,f~). (3.19) 
Equation (3.17) splits into the following three equations after taking care of (3.18) and (3.19): 
[(Ao + 2po)k 2 - po(w 2 + fl2)] A1 + 2iwflpoA2 + iwu2a°Ho2(HolA2 - Ho2A1) 
i~0o (m°) ~ (1 - i~t l )  
+ Alk2e 2 + e2(1 - iwtl)k 2 
iw~o -- r/ok 2 (3.20) 
• (i + O'IkW~0)C.000A 1 f r.Rrnrn('P)- (~n,0)21 G3(r)e - 'k ' r  dr O, 
d L 
[p0(cd2 + ~-~2) _ ~ok2] A2 "{- 2iw~poA1 - ~cdO'l°V2Hol[/-/02A1 - HolA2] = 0, (3.21) 
and 
[~0 k2 -- p0CO 2 -- ~W0"0//21"~21] A 3 = 0. (3.22) 
Eliminating AI,A2 from (3.20) and (3.21), using (3.5) and the relation 
J// '-: F(r)e ~'r dr = -~- rF(r )  sin kr dr (3.23) 
and keeping the terms up to the order of e 2, one obtains that 
[(Ao + 2,o)k 2 - Po (w2 + n2)] [,ok2 _ po (w2 + ~2)] 
-eiwa°l,2[H21((Ao+2,0)k2-po(w2 +~2)}+ H22(#ok2-po(w2-Ff12)}] (3.24) 
"Jr" E 2 [~0 k2 -- P0 ( cO2 "[" ~-~2)], [Dz(k) + D4(k) l -  4~2~'~2P  "~-0, 
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where 
and 
D3(k) = _ i  (rn°l) 2 k 2 (iwTo + ~?ok 2) w00(1 - iwtl) 
(~2~o~ + ~o~k ~) 
(3.25) 
~0 °° 
D4(k) = (1 - iwtl)(i + a,k~to)~eok {P~=(r)- (m°)2} e iz~ sinkrdr.  (3.26) 
Therefore, equation (3.24) is the coupled dispersion equation for longitudinal and transverse 
waves propagating in the medium under consideration. Equation (3.22) gives the dispersion 
equation for the transverse type of waves propagating with a single velocity independent of 
thermal effect and rotation. In both the cases, A0 and/~o represent complex visco-elastic moduli. 
When A0 and #o denote elastic Lamd parameters and (to,tl,f~) ~ 0, the expressions for D3 
and D4 coincide with those obtained by Chow [4]. Furthermore, if (to, tl, i2) -~ 0, equation (3.24) 
along with (3.25) and (3.26) exactly coincide with the corresponding results in the classical theory 
obtained in [6]. Finally, if f~ ~ 0, then the above results can easily be identified with those 
obtained by Bera [21] following G-L theory [3]. 
4. ANALYSIS OF THE DISPERSION EQUATION (3.24) 
IN A PART ICULAR CASE 
Let 
P°(~°~ + n2) (4.1) 
k=kc- ib~,  k2= Ao+2#0 
be a solution of equation (3.24). Substituting (4.1) in (3.24), retaining terms up to the order e 2, 
and neglecting 52, since 5c is small, we obtain, on simplification: 
1 O3 
2 ,iZ 1 
//02"0•/'2 ie 2 D3(kc) + D4(kc) Ul ~ 02 
Jpo(Ao + 2,o) e - 2 - "  ~lv/po(,o + 2,o) 
+ i (~/~1 ~°Ho2)~e ~ {H~l(~O + 2,o) +,oHo~2} 
2WlV/Po(Ao + 2#O)PO(AO + Ho) 
2pow2i~2i 1 I i~wv~a° 
- cv2(Ao + #0)" kc tl - pow2(A ° + #0) {H(~I(A° + 2#0) + #0H022 } 
#o(D3(kc) + D4(kc)) . e2] 
+ pow12(Ao + ~o) J 
(4.2) 
where w 2 = w 2 + i22. 
If ~ --. 0, Wl --* w and putting 5tk = 0, equation (4.2) will exactly coincide with that obtained 
earlier by Bera [21] using G-L theory. 
Since the effect of magnetic field is discernible to e-order, we choose to neglect he third term 
of equation (4.2) which represents the effect of the magnetic field to the order e 2. Hence, the 
expression for 5c becomes approximately 
o 2 2 5c ~- ealUbH'~2 . w _ ie 2 [(D3(kc) + D4(kc)] 
2v/Po(Ao + 2/Zo) o:1 2wtX/Po(Ao + 2#0) 
2pow2~2i 1 [1 -  iewa°u~ 
- w2(Ao + #o) " k-c L Po('-~o-+~o) w2 {H°21(A° + 2,0) + ~oHo~2} 
(D3(ko) _+ D4(ko))] 
+ e2#°" po(Ao+~o)~ J' 
(4.3) 
If the visco-elastic medium under consideration is of Voigt type, then 
S~j = 2G(eij + Old,j), 
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and hence, 
1 1 _ GO ~,o= 5 ( ,~°-~ °) = 5 [¢o _ ~<,, (~o~ _ coo7)] 
and 
i o o ° (1 i<~o7) ~o = ~% = - , 
where G °, 8 °, ~o, and ~o are the nonrandom parts of G, 81, G, and ~i, respectively. Let 
(4.4) 
1 (a+ib), (Ao+2#o) 1/2 = (4.5) 
where 
and 
say, where 
and 
1[ ( }} a= ~ (V ° +5c °) + (v ° + 5c°)~ +,,,~ (v°~ 7 + ~co8o) ~ 'j~ ,is, 
'[ ] b-  ~ _ (~o+soo)+{(Vo+soo?+<, ,~(Vo~?+soooo)~}l~ 1/5 
o, ( , ) :  
(a.~o)~ w- (-~.~o: ,o,o (~.~/-~))~-  
= Re D3(k~) + Im D3(k~), 
Ao + 2#0 = al - iwbl, 
i (Vo + 5co) a l=~ b, = ~ (v°~ + 5o°o °) 
Also, from (4.6) and (4.8), we can write 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
a l -  (a2 -  b2) and b1=- - -  
3 
2ab 
2w (4.9) 
For the evaluation of the integral in (3.26), let us assume that 
R~(~)  = (m °) e -°o', ao > 0. (4.1o) 
Then D4(kc) in (3.26) can be written as 
L 
OO 
D4(kc) = (1 -- iwQ)(1 Jr ~lkwlo)wOokc (m°) 2. (e -a°r - 1)e (-fl'+ifl2)r sin(kcr) dr, (4.11) 
where 
V•o 81 n~ = <~ (,yo ~ + <~;~)~i~ in-7, 
n~ = " (~o ~+~) l J ' c~ T. 
After evaluation of the complicated integral in D4(kc), let us write 
(4.12) 
D4(kc) = 1~ D4(kc) + i Im D4(kc), (4.13) 
where the complicated expressions for Re D3(kc), Im D3(kc), Re D4(kc), and Im D4(kc) are given 
in the Appendix. 
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From (4.1), we can now write 
] , 2 ~0 T.ir2 P0 1/2 1 03 . i "0~1"*02 [D3(kc) + D4(kc)] c2 
k = (~o ~ i~o)  ~1 + 5~i  4po(~o + 2~o) ~-  2 ~ o ~ - ~  
2pow2~ 2 
" [ iewv°2(rl° {()~0 + 2.0)H21 + .0H22 } 
- w12kc(AO + #0) 1 - pow2(A ° + #0) 
#o[Dz(kc) -F D4(kc)]e 2] 
+ po~(~oT~o) J 
(4.14) 
From (4.4), we can write 
where 
A0 + #0 = (a2 - iwb2), 
1 
~s = ~ (0  ° + 2a°) , 
From (4.8) and (4.15), we can write 
b2 = -~1 (~o~ + 2GoOo) (4.15) 
#0 = a3 -- iwb3, 
where 
Let us now write from (4.14), 
where 
a3 = al - as and b3 = bl - b2. (4.16) 
k ---- kI + kII, (4.17a) 
~/P°°)lV/3" ib) + ~/3w E (7°v~H2s(b + ia) (a - ib)v/3 e s 
ki - -~T~ ta - 2Wl~/p0(a2 + b2 ) - 2~/Powl(as + b2 ) 
• {ReDz(kc) + i ImD3(kc) + ReD4(kc) + i ImD4(kc)},  (4.17b) 
2 powSfl2{(aa2 -- wbb2) + i(ba2 + wab2)} 
kII = J3  z 2 0-) 1 4190 (a  + w2b 2) 
~,.,~.°~'2(a2i - .~b2) 
• 1 - P°~l ~ (a] + ~262 ) • {(~1 - i~bi)Ho~, + (~ - i~b~)go~s} 
~2 { (a~ + ~Sb~b~ ) + ~(~bs - ~sb3)~} 
+ 2 2 pooJ 1 (a s + w2b 2) 
• {ReD3(kc) + i lmD3(kc) + ReD4(kc) + i lmD4(kc)}] (4.17c) D 
J 
Then 
Rek = Rekl + Rekii  and Imk = Imkl  +Imki1.  (4.18) 
From the solution written above, it is quite clear that the effect of randomness to the e-order 
term is to increase attenuation of longitudinal type waves, the attenuation coefficient being equal 
to 
alV6 [a 2+b 2 2 ~--~" 4 2 \ Wl ~/Po ] ~1(a2 + ~2b~) 
( [(aas - ~bb2) ( . ,~2 + blbs~ s) + (ha2 + ~bs)  (bl~ 2 - ~lbs) ~] HO~l (4.19) 
+ [(~a2 -~bbs) (~3 + ~2bsb3) + (b~s + ~b2)(b3~2 -a~b~)~]  Ho~2} ], 
J 
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in the Voigt-type visco-elastic medium interacting with a weak magneto-thermal field. Also, the 
phase velocity increases at the rate of 
\ ~l(a2 + ~2b~) 
• { [(aa2 - wbb2) (ala2 + blb2W 2) -F (ba2 + wab2) (bla 2 - alb2) w] H021 
+ [(a 2 - bb2)(a2 3 + + +  ab2)(b3a2 Hg2} 
J 
(4•20) 
to the e-order term, and the increase depends upon the visco-elastic parameters. The e-order 
effect is absent in the absence of the magnetic field. The effect of rotation can be easily seen 
through the presence of 12 in each term• However, the effect of generalised thermoelasticity is, 
also, not discernible in this case as can be seen from the absence of to and tz in the above terms. 
The effect of thermoelastic interaction, however, is discernible in the e2-order terms only. The 
contributions of the terms D3(kc) and D4(kc) are analysed below• 
Low Frequency  Waves  
For small w, the e 2 term due to D3(kc) in Imk of equation (4.18) along with (4.19) and (4.20) 
approximates to 
,/0o0o (m°)2WWl [al(2p0~0 - 3b1~o) + tl (2a~o + p0~obla2)] (4.21) 
4a 3/2 [(a1%) 2 + 2p0r/0f/2(por}0 - 51%)] 
This shows that if r/0 increases, attenuation also increases provided 
3 
r/0Po > 551%. (4.22) 
Hence, it is observed that attenuation increases with the increase of thermal conductivity along 
with rotation and thermal relaxation parameter for low frequency waves. 
Otherwise, the effect of visco-elastic parameters al, bl and the rotation parameter f~ involved 
in the analysis is to diminish attenuation• However, attenuation increases proportionately to the 
square of the mean of the thermoelastic coupling parameter in this case. 
Again, the e2-term due to D3(kc) in Re k approximates to 
(ml) Wl 2a~'o -I- w2{(blvo - 2po,o)altl + b1(bl"7o - Po,o)} (4.23) JpoOo o 2 
4a 3/2 (a1%) 2 + 2p0~?0ft2(p0r/0 - bl%) 
The expression (4.23) is independent of to but depends on tl and rotation parameter f/, if we 
keep terms up to the order of w and it indicates the increase of phase velocity provided, of course, 
if the condition por}o > blTo is satisfied. If ft --, 0, then the expression (4•23) will exactly coincide 
with the result obtained in [21]. Furthermore, although the effect of relaxation parameter (to) is 
not perceptible up to the order of approximation unless it is increased, yet the effect of tl and 
rotation parameter ft is appreciable. 
The e 2 terms due to D4(kc) in Imk and Re k approximate, respectively, to 
2(at)7/2~f~ L r/o al \ r}o / 
and 
v/poeo (m°) 2 Wo 
Wl [p0~/2 at { bl - 2al (tt -t- to'ilk) } ]. (4•25) 4( 1)9/2 0 
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Thus, it is observed that the attenuation i creases on account of the term D4(kc), if the term up 
to the order of w 2 is considered, and we have to assume that 
[blTo -b p0a2 (b~ + tot15~ka 2) > 3pobla 2q- (tl + t0~flk) . (4.26) 
L V/o al 70 ] 
Otherwise, the attenuation will decrease in this case. So, the contribution of D4(kc) to increase 
in attenuation is more important han that of D3(kc). Also, phase velocity increases with the 
increase of 70, if the term up to the order of w is considered and we have to assume that 
bl > 2al(tl  + toSlk). (4.27) 
Otherwise, the velocity decreases. In all these cases, there is significant contribution of to, tl, 
and ~. 
High Frequency Waves 
For large w, 0 t -~ 0 and (/~1,/~2) --* (O, wv/-~o/70 ). Then the e2-term due to D3(kc) in Imk and 
Re k are, respectively, 
[{ / 1 
2v/~7(bl.),o _PoTo) 2 • - al~/Otl -b (blq'O - poTo) Jw  (4.28a) 
~22 + tl(bl~/O - POv]O) (wl/2 q- -~-~) ] 
and 
V~°(m°)2~2 [tl(bl~[O-~oTo)(4o~-~-w~/2)~-{al~O~l-(bl'fo-PoT]o)}-~ ] . (4.285) 
2 v~(b17o --P070) 2
The attenuation diminishes with increase of thermal conductivity. However, attenuation i creases 
proportionately to (m°) 2 as before but for 
bl'/o > PoTo + al"Y0tl. 
Phase velocity behaves in a similar manner as that of the attenuation. It is also to be noted that 
to study the effect of rotation, the order of w is considered up to ¢d -3/2. If (to, tl, 12) ~ 0, we can 
identify the corresponding results obtained in [6]. If f~ ~ 0, we can get back the results obtained 
in [21]. 
The e2-terms due to D4(kc) in Im k and Re k are, respectively, obtained as 
and 
(mo) ,g 
2 2%~1' (bl~) 2 
• po+2aoblv ~o- 
" ( #° + 2a°bl ' 5~° ~o 
2(tl -r vOVlk )~ + L(tl -I-~:0(~lk) 
~o w 
• 1{ a l~]  + -~ [1 - tot1(1 +a2)~k]  
a l~ -}- t0~lk ) (bl~°~ }] ~o] +2~2(tl \ 70 ] 
2V l-(bl ;) 2 [2b l~( t l  + t0~flk) -- 1 (tl + to'ilk) L 
_ al~i~ + 1 [1 -  (1 + f~2)tott~flk] • PO + 2aobl V ~o ~o ] ~-5 
(4.29a) 
(4.29b) 
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The attenuation increases with the increase in thermal conductivity. This result is different 
from that obtained in the case of D3(kc). Phase velocity increases in this case also. However, 
attenuation and phase velocity increase proportionately to the square of the mean of the ther- 
moelastic oupling parameter (m°). It is also to be noted that to study the rotational effect, 
the order of w is considered up to w -2. If to --* 0 and if (ty,~) --+ 0, the results in the present 
analysis can be identified with those of [6] and [21]. But the results obtained in [6] require certain 
correction before verification. 
It can similarly be shown that the thermal field does not affect propagation of transverse type 
waves represented by k = k8 - i~8, k 2 = poW2/#o, even to the order of e 2. 
The case of Maxwell-type visco-elastic solids can be similarly treated. 
5. NUMERICAL  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The numerical computation of phase velocity and attenuation coefficient for Low Frequency 
Waves for the visco-elastic material ike polythene (I.C.I. Alkathene-grade 20) [23] for v = 0.25 
at 12°K has been done for small values of m ° with the help of PC, and the corresponding graphs 
have been drawn. The units of different dimensionless parameters have been chosen to suit the 
purpose of the present analysis. 
Taking 
P0 = 0.92 Kg m -3, 
70 = 2.3184JK-1 m-3, 
m 0 = 0.5Nm-2K -1, 
t l  = 10 -5 s, 
= lOSs -1, 
al = 2.5 G °, 
00 = 12 K, 
~/0 = 0.19 Js -1 m- lK  -1, 
to = i0 -5 s, 
~J  = 106S -1, 
GO = 1.7 x 10 9 Nm -2, 
bl = 0.0425 Nm-2s, 
for the material under consideration, the following graphs have been drawn under G-L theory, as 
an illustration to show the effect of thermal relaxation (r0, T1) and of rotation (~) on attenuation 
and phase velocity corresponding to low frequency. The graphs are also drawn for different values 
of m ° under the effect of rotation and thermal relaxation. 
Figures 1-4 illustrate the graphs of attenuation, and Figures 5-8 illustrate the graphs of phase 
velocity for different values of the dimensionless parameter xi (= poTlo/bl~/o) and frequency w. 
Figure 9 illustrates the graph of attenuation for T1 = r0 = 0, that is, under classical dynamic 
coupled theor~ 
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6. CONCLUSION 
General thermo-mechanical coupling could not be considered as the problem becomes in- 
tractable. That is why the case of weak coupling has been discussed (cf. [4]). Furthermore, 
in the present problem, only the thermal correlation has been taken as nonzero so as to get a nu- 
merically tractable solution. However, taking similar procedure, numerical computation for other 
nonvanishing correlation functions can be taken up. Some illustrative graphs have been drawn 
to show the effect of rotation in generalised theory and in classical theory in random media. The 
graphs for the case of high frequency can be similarly drawn under the above-mentioned ffects. 
APPENDIX  
I. Real  and Imaginary Parts  of D3(kc): 
{~o _+_%~ (b~o~____ ~- pono~______))) 
ReD3(ko) = Po~ (m°) 2 (~.~o)~ + (b~o~ ~ _ Pono~)~, 
Im D, Cko)-- -Po~ ('no) ~ {~ot~ - (b~o~ -- Pono~)_}. 
(~-yo)2~ ~ + (bx~o~ ~ - pono~)  ~ 
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I I .  Rea l  and  Imag inary  Par ts  o f  D4(kc): 
101 
/ ~2~3 Jr- ~1~4 ~5~6 -- ~7Tt8 /
Re D4(kc) = no w(t~ + to$lk) n2 + n2 - n2 + n2 
_t_ (l  _w2tot l , l k )  /n2n3 -- nln4 n5n6+nTn8}]  
I, ,dV,~ + ~+,~ ' 
ImD4(kc)=n°[ (1 -w2t°+t l ' l k ){  n2n3+nln4n 2+n~ nsn6-nTnSn 2+n 2 
+ ~(t,toal~) ,,~ +,~ + ,,~ +,,~ JJ' 
where 
n O ~-~ 
n 2 
~3 ---- 
~4 ---- 
?25 
n6 = 
n 7 ---~ 
Tt 8 
powOo (m °) 2 ~, 
~aob'(ao + 2~1) - ~'~2(~o + ~1) + ~b' (~  - ~) , 
po~ + -o~'(.o + 2Zl) + ~2b'~(~o + ~1) + ~ (~ - Z~), 
2po~b'  {.o(.o + 2~,) + Z~ - Z~} + 2~'b'~ {(ao + Zl) 2 + Z~}2 
po~ + 2~b'~ + a~ (~ - ~), 
(PoW12)2 + (/312 +/32) 2 (a  '2 -w2b '2)  + 2pow2a ' (/32 - /32) ,  
2al/~1~2 -- bl~J (1312 -- /~2), 
2 [~lb~ (~ + ~g) + ~ob~ (~ - ~)], 
where ~1 = Re/3 and/32 = Im/3. 
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